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Mikyska: through a wheat field; to a pond

through a wheat field; to a pond

An audiopoem composed for three performers walking through a wheatfield.

https://youtu.be/oVObHdtpm-Q

IAN MIKYSKA is a composer, intermedia artist and poet from the Czech Republic. He is
currently studying with James Weeks at the Guildhall School of Music & Drama in London,
though his work invariably strays from music to fringe areas of sound: text, projection,
performance, theatre or video. His work has been published in Psí víno, A2, Slovo, Nový prostor,
HISvoice, among others. His poem on properties of observation was published as part of the
anthology Abolishing Prague (Charles University Press). He is also active as a translator of Czech
poetry and prose into English.
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